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Address autoconfiguration of resource constrained MANETs is a challenging issue 

for decades. The heterogeneity, multi-interfaces, extreme resource constrains and minia-
turization of the nodes participating in multiple networks affects the autoconfiguration 
schemes. The significant roles of resource utilization caused by multiple communications 
and its challenges to autoconfiguration have not drawn attention. A cross layer approach 
called Selective address allocator configuration protocol (SAACP) has been proposed to 
enhance the service responsiveness and continuity of the autoconfiguration scheme used 
for resource constrained nodes. The SAACP protocol is a stateful autoconfiguration pro-
tocol which selects the address allocator using a weighing algorithm .The algorithm de-
rives weightage for the nodes based on the node’s resource utilization information col-
lected from different layers of network stack. The cost and performance of the proposed 
scheme has been analyzed using mathematical formulations and simulations respectively. 
The simulation results show that the proposed scheme reduces address allocation latency, 
packet losses and protocol overhead and correspondingly increases successful allocation 
ratio. The scheme proves to perform well even in high resource constraints, node mobil-
ity, network merging and partitioning.  
 
Keywords: Autoconfiguration, Address, Cross Layer, address allocator, weighing algo-
rithm, MANETs.  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
  

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANETs) enables infrastructure-less communication 
between mobile nodes through multi-hop relaying. The nodes act as host and routers to 
route packets to other nodes in the network. These networks are used in military opera-
tions, shopping malls, disaster relief operations, conferences etc. The characteristic fea-
ture such as dynamic topology, node mobility and unpredictable links causes routing and 
service establishment issues in MANETs. The nodes in MANETs require an identity for 
participating in communication process. Hence, each host configures a unique address in 
each interface and forwards packet. Address autoconfiguration can be defined as a task 
of automatically assigning conflict-free unique IP address to every constituent node in 
the network. Autoconfiguration is classified in two types: stateless and stateful protocols. 
The stateless autoconfiguration protocols allow the node to self-configure its IP address 
and use duplicate address detection (DAD) method for ensuring the uniqueness of the 
identity. In stateful autoconfiguration, the nodes rely on specialized nodes called “allo-
cators” (like DHCP servers) for address configuration. Even though there are several 
schemes used for autoconfiguration, only few schemes satisfies the characteristic re-
quirements such as address uniqueness, distributed functioning, handling resource con-
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straints and support for network merging and partitioning. Few autoconfiguration 
schemes that fulfil the characteristic requirements of autoconfiguration, employ allocator 
selection based on address space availability, cluster head, gateway connectivity etc. 
These schemes are targeted on single interface architectures and are empirical and heu-
ristic for multi-interface architectures. The multi-interface mobile nodes [2] have inter-
faces configured to participate in same or different networks. Hence the performance of 
the node is degraded when it participates in multiple networks simultaneously. The re-
source utilizations in these nodes are higher when compared to the single interface nodes.  

The nodes in MANET application are classified into three types based on their re-
source level [3]. The class 0 nodes are very resource constrained and simple sensor type 
nodes. The class 1 nodes have 10 Kbytes of RAM memory and 100 Kbytes of flash 
memory. The class 2 nodes possess 50 Kbytes of RAM memory and 250 Kbytes of flash 
memory. The extremely constrained nodes (due to multi-interface communication or lack 
of embedded resources) may not have the ability to dynamically allocate or configure IP 
addresses. Therefore heterogeneous MANETs with resource constrained and mul-
ti-interface nodes cannot perform well using the existing autoconfiguration protocols [4].  

A novel autoconfiguration scheme using Selective Address Allocator Configuration 
Protocol (SAACP) which selects the address allocator based on a weighing algorithm is 
proposed in the paper. Weighing algorithm gathers the cross layer information and cal-
culates the performance of the neighbor node to define a policy and permit the packet 
flows through resource surplus neighbor nodes. Hence the resource constrained nodes are 
isolated from the autoconfiguration process and thereby reducing the risk of address al-
location failures. The protocol henceforth guarantees service availability in constrained 
networks. 

 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the existing autoconfigu-
ration schemes in MANETs. Section 3 describes the working of the proposed SAACP. 
Section 4 provides the performance analysis of the scheme using cost analysis and simu-
lation results. Section 5 states the conclusions and future scope of the scheme. 

  

2. RELATED WORK 

The research and enhancement on the autoconfiguration protocol has been done for 
decades. There are many autoconfiguration protocols designed to adapt MANET charac-
teristics and limitations [5-16]. Few of the schemes proposed to overcome the character-
istics requirements of the autoconfiguration schemes are discussed. Perkin et al. [5] pro-
posed an address pool based stateful autoconfiguration scheme for MANETs. The pro-
tocol has two sets of address pools called temporary and permanent address pool. The 
new node entering a network is initialized with an address from the temporary address 
pool and is allowed to randomly choose another address from permanent address pool. 
The chosen address is checked for duplication by flooding technique and causes high 
control overhead. Hence scalability of the scheme is limited and do not support network 
merging and partitioning. Vaidya et al. [6] proposed a weak duplicate detection (WDAD) 
technique to avoid the flooding during duplicate detection. The scheme embeds a unique 
key to each address and the routing packets are continuously monitored for duplicate 
addresses. The packets detected with same addresses and different keys are declared as 
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duplicates. The key length is variable and hence the key exchanges induce overhead to 
routing. A stateless autoconfiguration protocol (SLAAC) scheme was proposed by 
Thomson and Narten [7]. The scheme assumes IEEE MAC identifiers are unique and 
hence the derived IP addresses using those are also unique. Since there are many tech-
niques to change the MAC identifiers of the nodes, these schemes are not feasible to al-
locate unique addresses. The flooding technique for duplicate detection makes the 
scheme non-scalable. 

 A hierarchical SLAAC scheme was proposed by Weniger et al. [8] to overcome 
the scalability issue in SLAAC. The scheme divides the network into many subnets and a 
leader node is selected in each subnet. The leader node acts as edge router and send 
Router Advertisement (RA) message to its scope. The duplication is checked with the 
help of the leader nodes. The leader node selection and maintenance of hierarchical ad-
dress structure incur higher cost and resource consumption. Weniger [9] proposed a Pas-
sive Duplicate Address Detection scheme called PACMAN which is a hybrid autocon-
figuration protocol that allows nodes to self-generate IP address and checks for duplica-
tion using routing packets. The scheme is dependent on the routing protocols and induces 
complexity during routing. The scheme induces scalability issues by integrating routing 
and addressing. 

 Sonia Mettali Gammar et al. [10] proposed a distributed IP address configuration 
approach using disjoint address space. The scheme uses a fault tolerant address allocation 
approach to ensure the uniqueness of addresses by handling uncertainties such as node 
failures, network partitioning and merging. The scheme uses an address management 
approach to recover lost addresses and spaces. The scheme selects nodes with the large 
address space as configuring nodes. The resource constraints other than the address space 
are not considered in the scheme. Luis Javier García Villalba et al. [11&12] introduced 
two schemes called Distributed Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (D2HCP) and 
Enhanced Distributed Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (ED2HCP). The autocon-
figuration protocols exploit the Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) for syn-
chronization. It ensures the uniqueness of the IP addresses under various network condi-
tions such as link failure, message losses and network partition. In these schemes, every 
node is responsible for handling disjoint address buffer. The preconfigured nodes con-
figure and assign half of its address range to the new node. The schemes are applicable 
only for link state protocols.  

Fernandes et al. [13] presented a Filter-based addressing protocol (FAP) for auto-
configuration for MANETs. The scheme is lightweight and robust to packet losses. Fur-
ther, the probabilistic analyses reduce address collision and filter functionalities for ad-
dress autoconfiguration. The scheme has proven to perform well in static and mobile 
networks; and manages partitioning and merging. The scheme uses a flooding technique 
for DAD and deteriorates the network performance. Reshmi and Murugan [14] proposed 
a hierarchical filter based scheme called FAACP to overcome the flooding issues and 
adaptability to highly mobile environments. But the scheme uses simple rules and do not 
consider resource constraints during agent selection. 

 The autoconfiguration schemes discussed above are not desirable for resource con-
strained MANETs and moreover these schemes consider the node as single interface 
devices and are not modified even after the intervention of the end user devices with 
multi-interfaces. Hence the paper proposes a novel scheme addressing the issues of au-
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toconfiguration of MANETs with multi-interface and resource constrained nodes. 

3. SELECTIVE ADDRESS ALLOCATOR CONFIGURATION PROTO-
COL (SAACP) SCHEME  

The paper introduces a novel, dynamic and distributed address configuration for MA-
NETs. The scheme highlights the benefits of analyzing the node performance factors and 
evaluates the resource constraints during autoconfiguration of the nodes. The existing 
scheme, DDCP [10] chooses an allocator (called as configuring node or agent node) 
based on the analysis of the configuration parameters such as node state, address space 
and network identifier. Hence the allocator with large address space is assumed to be the 
best allocator in the existing proposal. 
        The proposed SAACP is a loosely coupled cross layer approach which 
exchanges the information between different protocol layers for adaption and initiation of 
the packet flow. The interdependence of the various layers (shown in Figure 1) throug-
hout the communication is exploited in the cross layer design. The SAACP has been de-
signed to introduce new interfaces which collect information from non-adjacent inter-
faces without disturbing the functionality of the current stack.  
         The sharing of the performance parameters at different layers in the stack 
enhances the preciseness of the node performance status, and hence the SAACP scheme 
relies on multiple layer information. The link layer and transport layer in the stack ana-
lyze and send the node performance information to the network layer. The network layer 
embeds the collected information in the reply packet and initiates the flow. At the recei-
ving end, based on the information send by the neighbor nodes the SAACP calculates the 
weightage for each node and construct the allocator list based on the resource level. As 
soon as the allocator list is constructed, the protocol initiates the packet flow to the first 
node in the allocator list concluding it as a resource surplus node. 

 
Fig.1 Cross layer design 

  
     The SAACP selects allocator based on its performance and resource level. A 
weighing algorithm is used for the selection of an allocator by extracting the node per-
formance parameters. This method of allocator selection based on the weighing algo-
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rithm ensures faster and reliable servicing of packets without queuing delay and packet 
drops. Hence the scheme guarantees service responsiveness and continuity of autoconfi-
guration scheme in resource constrained environments.The scheme considers MANET 
with multi-interface node population and Figure 2 presents the architecture of mul-
ti-interface nodes. The packets forwarded through the conforming channel of each inter-
face are encoded and decoded depending on the technique employed in the physical lay-
er. Each interface possesses a separate queue to enqueue and dequeue the incoming and 
outgoing packets of node. The routing agent multiplex or demultiplex the interface 
address in the packets passing through the interface. The SAACP using the software de-
fined flow controller extracts the node performance parameters and regulates the em-
bedded routing agent to select the allocator based on weighing algorithm. The packets 
are analyzed at the transport layer to understand the type of traffic and multiplex or de-
mutiplex the port numbers. The packets are further processed and delivered at the appli-
cation level user interfaces.  
 

 

Fig.2 Architecture of multi-interface nodes 

3.1 Weighing Algorithm 

The varying scale of the six node parameters such as neighbour node density, forwarding 
delay of the node, service load in the node, free address space in the node, residual power 
of the node and node speed are used as the performance metric of the mobile node are 
normalized before calculating the overall weight of all allocators. The parameter metrics 
used in the proposed scheme is an extension of metric used in a leader selection algo-
rithm [15]. There are two techniques used for normalization such as: efficiency criteria 
and cost criteria. For efficiency criteria the maximum values are considered as the best 
whereas the minimum values are assumed to be best for cost criteria. So based on the 
network application, the normalised parameter values can vary. The normalised parame-
ters used in this implementation are calculated as given in the equation 1.             
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   (1) 

    The Valuexy represents the normalized value of the yth resource of the neighbor node 
x. The ay

min and ay
max represents the minimum and maximum value of the yth resource of 

the neighbor node respectively. Similarly axy the actual value of the yth resource of the 
neighbor node x. The overall weight of the node is calculated using equation 2. 

                      

(2)                                                                                                           

       Here n represents the six node performance parameters. The Wy represents the 
weightage declared for each parameter used in this implementation and are given in Ta-
ble 1. These weightage declared for the performance metric can be changed based upon 
the application of MANETs. The value dx (v) represents the distance of neighbour x from 
the requestor node v. To signify the parameter hop-distance as a main factor and to im-
prove the contrast of weightage even when the distance is 1-hop more, the denominator 
hop-distance is increased by 1. So as the distance increases, the overall weightage of the 
node decreases.  

Table 1. Weightage of node performance parameters 

 

 
 

 

3.2    Allocator Selection using Weighing Algorithm 
 
The selection of allocator based on the weighing algorithm is discussed in Figure 3. The 
SAACP of requestor node uses the weighing algorithm and perform the allocator selec-
tion by constructing the allocator list. The information on performance advertised by the 
neighbour nodes is analysed by the requestor node to construct an Allocator List (AL). 
An example of the AL* constructed by a new node is given in Table 2. Following the 
efficiency criteria, the nodes are listed in the descending order of the weightage and the 
SAACP selects the first allocator in the list and initiate the address request. 

Parameters Weightage 
Neighbour node density 0.25 
Forwarding delay of the node 0.2 
Service load of the node 0.2 
Free address buffer space in the node 0.175 
Residual power of the node 0.125 
Node speed 0.05 
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Table 2. Allocator List 

3.3     Message Exchanges 
 
The nodes entering the network send Router Solicitation (RS) message to understand the 
network prefix of the network and the router nodes respond with Router Advertisement 
(RA) messages. The Management and Other Configuration flags (M and O flags) in RA 
messages are flagged to inform nodes to acquire IP addresses from allocators. The re-
questor node multicasts the DHCPv6 Solicitation message to find the allocators in the 
network. The allocators with free IP addresses in its address space replies with DHCPv6 
Advertisement message. On receiving the replies, the SAACP in requestor node uses 
weighing algorithm and selects a replied node as its allocator. The requestor node initi-
ates a DHCPv6 Request message to the selected allocator and receives a DHCPv6 Reply 
message as response. The requestor node accepts the allocated IP address and advertises 
the joining in network. The Fig.4 shows the message exchanges of the scheme.  
 

 Input: Parameters y[6] = [hop_count, neighbor_density, addressbuffer_size, service load, residual_power, 
node_speed, forwarding_delay], CT = Configuration_timer, a= Variable, k= number of 1-hop and 2-hop 
neighbors, Ni =  Nodes in the network. 
Output: Allocator_list, Shortlisted_allocator[M], Selected allocator, Allocated IPaddress 
Process: Allocator selection 

1 Requestor node sends DHCP_Solicitation message to the 1 and 2-hop neighbors  
2 If (addressbuffer_size ≠ NULL) then node sends DHCP_Advertisement message  

3 Requestor node starts constructing the Allocator_list. 
4 For Ni   k 

5 For (parameter y [a]/ a=0; a<6; a++)  
6   Calculate the efficiency and cost criteria of each parameter                           
7   Normalize the parameter values and find the total weightage W () of each node 
8 If W(Ni) >=threshold) then   
9 Add Ni to Shortlisted_allocator[M] 
10 Else   
11 Reject Ni 

12 End if 
13 Sort allocators on the descending weightage order and find Shortlisted_allocator[M]  
14 If Ni  Shortlisted_allocator[M] 
15  Select first node as allocator and Send DHCP_Request 
16 End 
17 Start CT  
18 If (current time <= CT) then  
19  If requestor receives DHCP_Reply message from allocator   
20   Configure the interface with the Allocated IPaddress    
21   Return  
22  Else 
23     Send another DHCP_Request to the next node in Shortlisted_allocator[M] 

24 End if  
Fig.3 Algorithm for Allocator Selection 

Node Neighbor 
density 

Forwarding 
delay(ms) 

Service load 
(packets/s) 

Address 
buffer size  
(Kbytes) 

Residual 
Power 
(Joules) 

speed  
(m/s) Hops Weightage 

24 3 1.2 100 75 3.84 2 1 17.35 
63 4 1.7 150 45 3.43 2 2 11.06 
15 4 2.1 200 55 2.45 5 2 9.64 
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Fig.4 Sequence Diagram of SAACP Scheme 

3.4      Handling Uncertainties  

 
1) Network Initialization: When a node enters a network, it sends RS message and if the 
node does not receive any reply until the configuration timer expire, it assumes that it is 
the first node in the network and initiates network formation. The node self-generates an 
IP address and an address buffer space to distribute addresses to the nodes joining the 
network. The node starts acting as the router node as well as the DHCPv6 server to the 
new nodes. Following the scheme, the new nodes entering the MANETs multicast RS 
messages and receives responses from the preconfigured nodes.  
2) Address Space Initialization and Regeneration: The number of addresses in the dis-
tributed address space b, reduces on each allocation and a new sequence of addresses will 
be regenerated when the addresses in b are emptied. These keys are distributed to all the 
allocator nodes in MANETs and are exchanged during the allocation process. The same 
keys act as the seed for the address generation in the address space too. For example if a 
node x is given a key k for the communication in MANETs, the address space is gener-
ated using the function given below. The A(t) is the attempt for the address buffer gener-
ation, k is the key used and Node address is the permanent IP address of the node. The 
cryptographic address generation [1] is modified to generate address buffer.  
             )   
3) Network Merging and Partitioning: When a network merging or partitioning occurs, 
the node detects it by the neighbor discovery process. The neighbor discovery process 
occurs at regular intervals to update the neighbor list of all the nodes. When a node re-
ceives the Neighbor discovery messages from another network prefix, it suspects a net-
work merging or partitioning and starts sending RS message. The RA messages received 
are analyzed to match the network prefix with its own address prefix. If there is a mis-
match, the nodes start checking the neighbor node density of all of the nodes in both the 
prefix. The nodes in the network with least number of nodes are flushed and renumbered.  
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 4) Node departure: When a node leaves a network without any intimation regarding its 
departure, it is sensed during the neighbor discovery process. If a node departs the 
neighbor node density of the nodes adjacent to the departed node is updated. No address 
recovery mechanism is used in this scheme to avoid the packet flooding in the network.  

4. PERFORMANCE ANANLYSIS 

The performance of SAACP autoconfiguration scheme is evaluated using cost analysis 
and simulation results. The scheme is compared with an appreciable stateful scheme 
called DDCP scheme [10]. 

4.1 Cost analysis 
 

The cost analysis gives a precise conclusion about the feasibility of the protocols. The 
summaries of notations used are given in Table 3. The cost calculation is based on the 
message exchanges during the working of the schemes and is an enhancement of the 
work proposed by Nazeeruddin [16]. 

 
Table 3. Summary of notations 

           
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

4.1.1  DDCP Scheme 
 
Node initialization cost: The node joining the network sends the neighbor discovery 
multicast message and updates the information about its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor 
nodes. Then the node multicasts the address request message to the 1-hop and 2-hop 
neighbors. If the address reply message is from the configuration or agent nodes, the 
node selects the configuration node or agent node with larger address space and request 
for an IP address and acknowledges the receipt. If the node receives address reply mes-
sage only from the simple node, it provoke any one of the node to convert to agent node 
by multicasting the global address space management (GASM) message, all the agent 
nodes or configuration nodes replies to the message and the node selects one of the node 
and request for the address space. The selected node replies back with the address space 

Symbols Description  
N Number of nodes in the network 
N1 Number of nodes in fist hop 
N2 Number of nodes in second hop 
M Number of agent or configuration nodes in network 
G Number of nodes in the merged network (where G<N) 
Mc Multicast message 
Uc Unicast message 
SA Address space attached message 

Cnewnode Cost for node initialization 

Calloctrans Cost for allocator transformation 

Cmerging Cost for network merging 

  Crecovery Cost for address recovery 

  Ccostdiff Cost difference 
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and the node will start acting as the agent node for the requested new node. Once the new 
node receives the IP address, the node acknowledges the receipt.  

(3) 
Agent transformation cost: When a simple node wants to convert to agent node, it mul-
ticasts a GASM message and all the agent nodes or configuration nodes replies to the 
message. The node selects one of the replied nodes and request for an address space. The 
selected node replies back with the address space and the node will start acting as the 
agent node. 

                         
(4)  
Network merging cost: When the network merging occurs the nodes with smaller num-
ber of nodes are reconfigured as the new nodes joining the network.  

          
(5) 
Address recovery cost: When the address spaces of the configuration and agents nodes 
are empty, it uses the address space borrowing using the GASM message multicast mes-
sages. The non-empty configuration and agent nodes reply to the message. The empty 
agent selects the node with largest address space and requests for the address space. Once 
the node receives the address space, it acknowledges the receipt. The agents also use a 
recovery message to reclaim the addresses of the nodes departed from the network. The 
agent message gives the details of the address space possessed by the node. The address-
es of lost nodes are then recovered to the address space. 

                  
(6) 
4.1.2   SAACP Scheme 
 
Node initialization cost: The node joining the network sends the RS message to the 
1-hop neighbors and receives RA message which updates the information about the net-
work configurations. Then the node multicasts the DHCPv6 Solicitation message to the 
1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. The allocator nodes respond to this message with DHCPv6 
Advertisement message. The requestor node selects the node with high performance (de-
rived from weighing algorithm) and request for an IP address using DHCPv6 Request 
message and the IP address is assigned using a DHCPv6 Reply.  

                  
(7) 
Allocator transformation cost:  The address space is self- generated by the nodes using 
random number generator and hence do not require any message. 

                        
(8) 
Network merging cost: When the network merging occurs the nodes with smaller num-
ber of nodes are reconfigured as the new nodes joining the network.  
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(9) 
Address recovery cost: There is no address recovery mechanism in SAACP based auto-
configuration scheme. 

                            
(10) 
The analysis shows that feasibility of SAACP scheme is better than DDCP scheme. 

                        
(11) 
 
4.2   Simulation 

The performance of the SAACP is validated and compared with DDCP [10] using NS 
2[17]. The messages formats used for the simulation are structured as directed in the 
“Generalized MANET Packet/Message Format” [18].  

4.2.1  Simulation Environment  

The simulation parameters used for the simulations are given in Table 4. The simulation 
is carried out for duration of 50 seconds and results obtained are averaged over 50 runs 
by using different seeds. 

Table 4 Simulation Parameters 
 

  

 

 

 

       The arrivals and departures are simulated as independent procedures at regular 
intervals. The time interval between the messages is set to 0.15 seconds. The following 
metrics are used to evaluate the schemes. 
• Protocol overhead: The total number of control and maintenance packet exchanges in 

the network.  
• Address acquisition delay: The time taken by the scheme to configure a node interface 

with an allocated IP address.  
• Successful allocation ratio: It is the ratio of the number of successful IP addresses al-

located, to the total number of IP address requested at varying population of resource 
constrained nodes.  

• Packet loss: The total numbers of control and maintenance packets dropped during the 
packet exchanges of the scheme. 

 
 
4.2.2   Simulation Results and Analysis  

Parameter Value 
Simulation area 1250m  x 1250m 
Number of nodes 50-250(variable) 
Mobility Model Random way point 
MAC Model IEEE 802.11 
Transmission Range 250 meters 
Data Rate 2 Mbps 
Node mobility 10 m/s 
Protocol SAACP, DDCP 
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The performance of the SAACP scheme is compared with the DDCP [10] by varying the 

node population. The simulated results are analyzed in the given section. 
1) Protocol overhead: The impact of node population over the protocol overhead has been 
plotted in Fig.5. The results show that in SAACP, the protocol overhead increases with the 
node population. The SAACP incurs an average of 47.61% less overhead packets when 
compared to DDCP. The periodic maintenance packets and the packet exchanges for 
address retrieval contribute more overhead in DDCP. From the results, it can be concluded 
that SAACP implies very less protocol overhead when compared to DDCP. 
2) Address acquisition delay: The time taken for the node to configure its interface with 
addresses using the SAACP and DDCP are evaluated using simulations. The results 
shown in Fig.6 conclude the address acquisition time increase as the number of the nodes 
in the network increases. The average address acquisition time taken by the SAACP is 
21.3% less when compared to the DDCP. The SAACP selects the best allocator node 
using the weighing algorithm, and request for an IP address. Since the request packets are 
quickly serviced by the allocator node with sufficient resources, the packets are not 
dropped and the time-outs are prevented.  
3) Successful allocation ratio: The performance impact of the varying population of the 
resource starved nodes over the total number of nodes and the allocation ratio have been 
evaluated for both the schemes and plotted in Fig.7 and 8. The results show that when the 
numbers of resource starved nodes increases the performance of the DDCP scheme is 
highly deteriorated when compared to the SAACP. The SAACP performs 67% more 
successful allocation, even when the network is populated with 80% of resource starved 
nodes. The SAACP outperforms DDCP with high successful allocation ratio. 
 

 
 

         Figure 5. Protocol overhead as a function of node population 
 

4) Packet losses: The packet losses during the message exchanges of the SAACP and 
DDCP are evaluated and plotted as a graph in Fig.9. The results show that the packet loss 
of SAACP is 39.66% less compared to DDCP scheme. The allocator selection using 
weighing algorithm reduces the chances of packet drops and avoids retransmission of 
messages in SAACP. Moreover the total number of control and maintenance packets in 
SAACP is comparatively less and hence packet losses are low. 
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       Figure 6. Address acquisition delay as a function of node population 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Successful allocation ratio of SAACP scheme as a function of node population  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Successful allocation ratio of DDCP scheme as a function of node population 
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Figure 9. Packet losses as a function of node population 

5. CONCLUSION 

The paper introduced a cross layer approach for autoconfiguration of resource constrai-
ned nodes in MANETs. The existing autoconfiguration schemes are mostly empirical 
and heuristic in resource constrained environment. Henceforth the proposed scheme 
focused an autoconfiguration scheme for MANET applications with multi-interface and 
resource constrained nodes. The proposed SAACP is a loosely coupled cross layer ap-
proach with a design framework extending from MAC to transport layer of the network 
stack. The scheme renders autoconfiguration by validating and comparing the node per-
formance and constructing an allocator list. The weighing algorithm ensures an ordered 
allocator list based on the node performance information gathered from different layers. 
The performance of the scheme has been evaluated using simulation and mathematical 
formulations. The results conclude that the proposed SAACP is autonomous, decentrali-
zed and, incur less communication and computational complexity. The SAACP outper-
forms the existing scheme in MANET applications with high node population and re-
source constraints.  Hence SAACP ensures enhanced service responsiveness and conti-
nuity during autoconfiguration.  
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